Abstract. We introduce a concept of the bounded rank (with respect to a positive constant) for unital C * -algebras as a modification of the usual real rank and present a series of conditions insuring that bounded and real ranks coincide. These observations are then used to prove that for a given n and K > 0 there exists a separable unital C * -algebra Z K n such that every other separable unital C * -algebra of bounded rank with respect to K at most n is a quotient of Z K n .
Introduction
The concept of the real rank plays an important role in a variety of problems related to general classification problems of C * -algebras. Despite of this widely recognized fact we still see continuing attempts of defining "right dimension" (such as stable [14] , analytic [10] , tracial [8] , exponential [13] , completely positive [17] ranks) for unital C * -algebras. Definition of the real rank [1] (as well as of its prototype -topological stable rank [14] ) of unital C * -algebras is based on the following standard result from classical dimension theory (see [7] , [11] , [12] , [6] ) characterizing the Lebesgue dimension dim of compact spaces:
The Lebesgue dimension dim X of a compact space X is the least integer n such that the set {f : C(X, R n+1 ) : 0 ∈ f (X)} is dense in the space 1 C(X, R n+1 ) of all continuous maps of X in to the Euclidean space R n+1 .
A map f ∈ C(X, R n+1 ) may be identified with the (n+1)-tuple (π 1 •f, . . . , π n+1 • f ), where π k : R n+1 → R is a projection onto the k-th coordinate, k = 1, . . . , n+1. The condition 0 = (0, . . . , 0) ∈ f (X) may be equivalently expressed as the condition n+1 k=1 f 2 k (x) = 0 for any x ∈ X. This, in turn, can be equivalently rephrased as the invertibility of the element n+1 k=1 f 2 k . These two observations lead us to the definition of the real rank:
The real rank rr(X) of a unital C * -algebra is the least integer n such that each (n+1)-tuple (x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ) of self-adjoint elements of X can be arbitrarily closely approximated by another (n+1)-tuple (y 1 , . . . , y n+1 ) of self-adjoint elements so that the element n+1 k=1 y 2 k is invertible. Of course, the analogy is quite formal and does not go far beyond the obvious observation -rr(X) = dim Ω(X), where Ω(X) is the spectrum of the commutative unital C * -algebra X, -and few other straightforward extensions of certain basic facts from classical dimension theory to a non-commutative situation. But there are difficulties in finding proper algebraic interpretations in terms of the concept of the real rank of a non-commutative unital C * -algebra X of such an immediate geometric consequence of the condition dim Ω(X) ≤ n as the possibility not only to remove the image of any f : Ω(X) → R n+1 from 0, but even to push this image by an ǫ-move outside the open ball O(0, ǫ) of radius ǫ > 0. As it turns out in the presence of some form of functional calculus (as in the commutative or the real rank zero cases -see Corollaries 3.12 and 3.13) there exists a satisfactory analog of the above mentioned geometric fact. As for the general case, the situation remains unclear and we, as a consequence, are unable to answer the question Is it true that rr ( {X t : t ∈ T ) ≤ n for any collection of unital C * -algebras X t such that rr(X t ) ≤ n for each t ∈ T ? The corresponding topological fact -dim β (⊕{Ω(X t ) : t ∈ T }) ≤ n -is easy to establish 2 . Perhaps the easiest way of proving the desired inequality in terms of the above given characterization of dim is first to approximate (as close as we wish) each of the restrictions f t : Ω(X t ) → R n+1 , t ∈ T , of an arbitrarily given map f : β (⊕{Ω(X t ) : t ∈ T }) → R n+1 , by maps g t : Ω(X t ) → R n+1 \ {0} and then to move each of the images g t (Ω(X t )) outside of the open ball O (centered at 0) of the appropriate radius by small moves (independent of t ∈ T ) . This way we get a map g : ⊕{Ω(X t ) : t ∈ T } → R n+1 \O. Since the image g(⊕{Ω(X t ) : t ∈ T }) has a compact closure, g can be extended to a map g : β (⊕{Ω(X t ) : t ∈ T }) → R n+1 \O which would be the required approximation of f whose image misses 0.
Analysis of this elementary reasoning leads us to the concept of the bounded rank (to be more specific -bounded rank with respect to an apriori given positive constant) which is defined in Section 3 (we intend to extend this definition to non-unital C * -algebras and study its properties in a separate note). We present certain geometric conditions guaranteeing the coincidence of the real and bounded ranks. Despite the fact that there is no satisfactory theory of joint spectra for non-commuting tuples of unital C * -algebras, these conditions are formulated in terms of properties of joint spectra in order to emphasize a "non-geometrical nature" of possible differences between the real and bounded ranks. Bounded and real ranks coincide for commutative unital C * -algebras as well as for unital C * -algebras of real rank zero.
One of the main advantages of the bounded rank is that the corresponding analog of the above stated question has the positive answer (Proposition 3.16). This fact is then used in the construction of separable unital universal C * -algebra of the given bounded rank (Theorem 4.4). A motivation for such a result lies, once again, in the classical dimension theory. It is a well-known observation (see, for instance, [6, Theorem 1.3.15] ) that the Menger cube µ n contains a topological copy of any at most n-dimensional metrizable compact space. This means that every commutative separable unital C * -algebra of real rank at most n is a quotient of the C * -algebra C (µ n ). We extend this result to the non-commutative case. Similar result for n = 0 has been obtained in [3] .
We recall the concept of a C-invertibility introduced in [3] . For a given class C of separable unital C * -algebras the C-invertibility of a unital * -homomorphism p : Y → Z means that for any unital * -homomorphism g : Y → X, with X ∈ C, there exists a unital * -homomorphism h : Z → X such that g = h•p. It is easy to see that if there exists a C-invertible unital * -homomorphism p :
denotes the group C * -algebra of the free group on countable number of generators, then Z C is an universal element in the class C. Indeed, since every element X of C can be represented as the image of C * (F ∞ ) under a surjective * -homomorphism g : C * (F ∞ ) → X, the C-invertibility of p guarantees that there exists a surjective * -homomorphism h :
In Section 4 we consider the case C = BR K n , where K > 0 and BR K n denotes the class of all separable unital C * -algebras of bounded rank with respect to K at most n, and prove that there indeed exists a BR
It is interesting to note that not only Z K n is universal in the above sense, but for every unital * -homomorphism g : C * (F ∞ ) → C the pushout Z K n ⋆ C C, generated by p and g, is also BR K n -universal. To see this take any separable unital C * -algebra X such that br K (X) ≤ n and consider the unital * -homomorphism h : C → X. Since p is BR K n -invertible, there exists a unital * -homomorphismh : Z K n → X such thath•p = h•g. The homomorphisms h andh uniquely determine the unital * -homomorphim ϕ : Z K n ⋆ C C → X as required.
Preliminaries
All C * -algebras below are assumed to be unital. When we refer to a unital C * -subalgebra of a unital C * -algebra we implicitly assume that the inclusion is a unital * -homomorphism. The set of all self-adjoint elements of a C * -algebra X is denoted by X sa . The product in the category of (unital) C * -algebras, i.e. the ℓ ∞ -direct sum, is denoted by {X t : t ∈ T }. For a given set Y and a cardinal number τ the symbol exp τ Y denotes the partially ordered (by inclusion) set of all subsets of Y of cardinality not exceeding τ .
Recall that a direct system S = {X α , i β α , A} of unital C * -algebras consists of a partially ordered directed indexing set A, unital C * -algebras X α , α ∈ A, and unital * -homomorphisms i β α : X α → X β , defined for each pair of indexes α, β ∈ A with α ≤ β, and satisfying the condition i γ α = i γ β • i β α for each triple of indexes α, β, γ ∈ A with α ≤ β ≤ γ. The (inductive) limit of the above direct system is a unital C * -algebra which is denoted by lim − → S. For each α ∈ A there exists a unital * -homomorphism i α : X α → lim − → S which will be called the α-th limit homomorphism of S.
If A ′ is a directed subset of the indexing set A, then the subsystem {X α , i
′ . In Section 4 we use the concept of the direct C * τ -system introduced in [2] . Definition 2.1. Let τ ≥ ω be a cardinal number. A direct system S = {X α , i β α , A} of unital C * -algebras X α and unital * -homomorphisms i
τ -system if the following conditions are satisfied: (a) A is a τ -complete set (this means that for each chain C of elements of the directed set A with |C| ≤ τ , there exists an element sup C in A; see [4] for details).
(c) The α-th limit homomorphism i α : X α → lim − → S is an injective * -homomorphism for each α ∈ A. (d) If B = {α t : t ∈ T } is a chain of elements of A with |T | ≤ τ and α = sup B, then the limit homomorphism lim − → {i 
The real rank of a unital C * -algebra X, denoted by rr(X), is defined as follows [1] . We say that rr(X) ≤ n if for each (n + 1)-tuple (x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ) of self-adjoint elements in X and every ǫ > 0, there exists an (n + 1)-tuple (y 1 , . . . , y n+1 ) in X sa such that 
) be an (n + 1)-tuple in X sa and ǫ > 0. We can assume that each x i = 0. Consider the (n + 1)-tuple
. By (iii), there exists an (n + 1)-tuple (ȳ 1 , . . . ,ȳ n+1 ) in X sa such that n+1 k=1ȳ 2 k is invertible and
2 < ǫ, which shows that rr(X) ≤ n.
Bounded rank, real rank and joint spectra
One of our main goals in this Section is to define the bounded rank of unital C * -algebras. Formal definition makes it not very easy to see how this new concept differs from the concept of the real rank. Intuitive geometrical interpretation does not really help. Moreover, we show that in the presence of nice joint spectrum real and bounded ranks are indeed identical. Such situations include the commutative case as well as the case of real rank zero.
3.1. Axioms of generalized joint spectra. Let K(C m ) denote the collection of compact subsets of
We also consider the following two properties:
(IV) There exists a constant K > 0 (called a polynomial spectral constant) such that for any rational δ > 0, for any m-tuple (x 1 , . . . , x m ) in X (resp., in X sa ) and for any polynomial mapping
There exists a constant K > 0 (called a general spectral constant) such that for any rational δ > 0, for any m-tuple (x 1 , . . . , x m ) in X (resp., in X sa ) and
Few comments are in order:
(A) Concerning property (I), it is not usually requested (in a much general setting though) the spectrum of every tuple of non-commuting elements to be non-empty. (B) Properties (I)-(III) are standard axioms [18] of joint spectra (for commuting tuples) in Banach algebras. Property (III) is known as the spectral mapping property of σ. (C) It is easy to see [18] that properties (II) and (III) imply the inclusion 
. . , x m (t)) for each t ∈ T . So obtained generalized joint spectrum has all the properties (I)-(V) with K = 1. (H) For any C * -algebra X the usual spectrum σ(x), x ∈ X, provides an example of a generalized joint 1-spectrum. This follows from spectral mapping theorem and considerations related to the functional calculus.
3.2.
Real rank in terms of generalized joint spectra. Before introducing the concept of the bounded rank we illustrate how the usual real rank can be characterized in terms of generalized joint spectra. This result will be used later to compare real and bounded ranks. 
3.3. Bounded rank -main definitions. We begin this section with our main definitions.
Definition 3.3. Let K > 0. We say that an m-tuple (y 1 , . . . , y m ) of self-adjoint elements of a unital C * -algebra X is K-unessential if for every rational δ > 0 there exists an m-tuple (z 1 , . . . , z m ) of self-adjoint elements of X satisfying the following conditions:
Definition 3.5. Let K > 0. We say that the bounded rank of a unital C * -algebra X with respect to K does not exceed n (notation: br K (X) ≤ n) if for any (n+ 1)-tuple (x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ) of self-adjoint elements of X and for any ǫ > 0 there exists a K-unessential (n + 1)-tuple (y 1 , . . . , y n+1 ) in X such that x k − y k < ǫ for each k = 1, . . . , n + 1. For simplicity br 1 (X) is denoted by br(X) and it is called a bounded rank.
We record the following statement for future references. 
k is invertible which shows that rr(X) ≤ n.
3.3.1. Bounded rank and polynomial spectral constant of a joint spectrum. In this subsection we investigate relations between bounded and real ranks in the presence of a generalized joint spectrum satisfying condition (IV). 
Proof. (a)=⇒(b). Choose a rational number δ > 0. Our goal is to find an m-tuple
Since 0 ∈ σ m (y 1 , . . . , y m ), there exists a number C > 0 such that O(0, C) ∩ σ m (y 1 , . . . , y m ) = ∅. Without loss of generality we may assume that C ≤ K·δ 2 . Consider the function r δ : R → R defined by letting
By property (IV), there exists an m-tuple (z 1 , . . . , z k ) such that z k − y k ≤ δ for each k = 1, . . . , m and
+C. Consequently there are two possibilities
. Therefore,
By (3.2) and (3.3),
(b)=⇒(c). Let δ > 0 be rational. We fix an m-tuple (z 1 , . . . , z m ) of self-adjoint elements of X satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) from (b). In order to prove that (y 1 , . . . , y m ) is
-unessential, we need only to check that ( 
As a corollary of Lemma 3.7 we obtain the following statement. Proof. The implication (b)=⇒(a) follows from Proposition 3.6. To prove the implication (a)=⇒(b), let ǫ > 0 and (x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ) be an (n+ 1)-tuple of self-adjoint elements of X. By Proposition 3.2, there exists an (n + 1)-tuple (y 1 , . . . , y n+1 ) of self-adjoint elements of X such that x k − y k < ǫ for each k = 1, . . . , n + 1 and 0 ∈ σ n+1 (y 1 , . . . , y n+1 ). Then Lemma 3.7 yields that the (n + 1)-tuple (y 1 , . . . , y n+1 ) is
-unessential. Hence, br K 2 4 (X) ≤ n.
3.3.2.
Bounded rank and a general spectral constant of a joint spectrum. In this subsection we investigate relations between bounded and real ranks in the presence of a generalized joint spectrum satisfying condition (V). 
Proof. (a)=⇒(b). For a given rational δ > 0 we need to find an m-tuple
Consider the function r δ : R m \ {0} → R m , defined by letting
where t = (t 1 , . . . , t m ) ∈ R m \ {0}. Since 0 ∈ σ m (y 1 , . . . , y m ), the restriction map r δ | σ m (y 1 , . . . , y m ) : σ m (y 1 , . . . , y m ) → R m is well defined. Note that 
(b)=⇒(c). For a given rational δ > 0 we fix an m-tuple (z 1 , . . . z m ) of selfadjoint elements of X satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of (b). As in the proof of Lemma 3.7, implication (b)=⇒(c),
As a corollary of Lemma 3.9 we obtain the following statement. (a) rr(X) ≤ n; (b) br K 2 (X) ≤ n, where K is a general spectral constant of the joint spectrum.
Proof. By Proposition 3.6, (b)=⇒(a). If rr(X) ≤ n, let ǫ > 0 and (x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ) be an (n + 1)-tuple of self-adjoint elements in X. By Proposition 3.2, there exists an (n+1)-tuple (y 1 , . . . , y n+1 ) of self-adjoint elements of X such that x k −y k < ǫ for each k = 1, . . . , n + 1 and 0 ∈ σ n+1 (y 1 , . . . , y n+1 ). Then Lemma 3.9 implies that (y 1 , . . . , y n+1 ) is K 2 -unessential. Thus, br K 2 (X) ≤ n.
3.4.
Further properties of bounded rank. As it has been already noted in the Introduction, we can show now that all differences between "invertible" and K-unessential commuting tuples dissappear when K ≤ 1. Proof. It suffuces to prove that (y 1 , . . . , y m ) is 1-unessential. Take a rational number δ > 0 and consider the C * -subalgebra Y of X generated by the given commuting m-tuple (y 1 , . . . , y m ) and the unit element. By Gelfand duality there is a compact space T such that Y is isometrically isomorphic to C(T ). Consequently we can identify elements of our m-tuple with real-valued functions defined on T . Consider the diagonal product y = △{y i : i = 1, . . . , n + 1} : T → R m defined by y(t) = {y 1 (t), . . . , y m (t)} ∈ R m for each t ∈ T . Since Since 0 ∈ y(T ), the composition r δ • y : Take a point t ∈ T . Since (z 1 (t), . . . , z m (t)) = r δ (y 1 (t), . . . , y m (t)) ∈ O(0, δ), it follows that z j (t) ∈ (−δ, δ) for some j = 1, . . . , m. Consequently ( Proof. According to Proposition 3.6, br K (X) = 0 yields rr(X) = 0. Conversely, if rr(X) = 0, then, by Proposition 3.11, br K (X) = 0.
Proofs of the following lemma and its corollary are straightforward. 
As a corollary we obtain the following useful statement.
The following result is actually one of the main reasons of introducing the concept of bounded rank (see the corresponding discussion in the Introduction). It is used in the proof of Theorem 4.4.
Proof. Let (x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ) be an (n+1)-tuple of self-adjoint elements of the product X = {X t : t ∈ T }, where x k = {x t k : t ∈ T } for each k = 1, . . . , n + 1, and let ǫ > 0. Our goal is to find a K-unessential (n + 1)-tuple (y 1 , . . . , y n+1 ) in X such that x k − y k < ǫ. For a given t ∈ T consider the (n + 1)-tuple
for each k = 1, . . . , n + 1. Consider the (n + 1)-tuple (y 1 , . . . , y n+1 ), where y k = {y 
K·δ 2 . Next, consider the (n + 1)-tuple (z 1 , . . . , z n+1 ), where z k = {z t k : t ∈ T } for each k = 1, . . . , n + 1. As above, z k ∈ X and obviously
as required. 
Proof. Since {X α : α ∈ A} is dense in X (we identify each i α (X α ) with X α ), for any (n + 1)-tuple (x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ) of self-adjoint elements of X and ǫ > 0, we can first find α ∈ A and an (n + 1)-tuple (y 1 , . . . , y n+1 ) of self-adjoint elements of X α with
The following decomposition theorem is known to be true for n = 0 [3] . Proof below works for the real rank as well. 
Proof. The implication (2) =⇒ (1) follows from Proposition 4.1. In order to prove the implication (1) =⇒ (2) we first consider a direct C * ω -system S X = {X α , i Existence. Let α ∈ A. We need to show that there exists β ∈ A such that (α, β) ∈ L. For an (n + 1)-tuplex = (x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ) ∈ (X α ) n+1 sa and for a positive integer m ∈ N first we prove the following assertion: ( * ) (α,x,m) There exist an index β (α,x, m) ∈ A, β (α,x, m) ≥ α and a K-unessential (n + 1)-tupleȳ = (y 1 , . . . , y n+1 ) in X β(α,x,m) such that x k − y k < 1 m for each k = 1, . . . , n + 1. Proof of ( * ) (α,x,m) . Since br K (X) ≤ n, there exists a K-unessential (n+1)-tuplē y = (y 1 , . . . , y n+1 ) in X such that x k − y k < 1 m for each k = 1, . . . , n + 1. Since S X is a direct C * ω -system, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that for each k = 1, . . . , n+1, there exists an index β(α,x, m, k) ∈ A such that y k ∈ X β(α,x,m,k) . Since A is a ω-complete directed set there exists, by [4, Corollary 1.1.28], an index γ ∈ A such that α, β(α,x, m, k) ≤ γ for each k = 1, . . . , n + 1. This obviously implies that
Note thatȳ is K-unessential in X, but it might not be K-unessential in X γ . We are going to find β (α,x, m) ∈ A such thatȳ is K-unessential in X β(α,x,m) . To this end, for every rational δ > 0 fix an (n + 1)-tuple z δ = (z 1 , . . . , z n+1 ) of self-adjoint elements of X such that y k − z k ≤ δ for each k = 1, . . . , n + 1, the element z , . . . , y
Since S X is a direct C * ω -system, it follows (Definition 2.1(b)) that X α is separable. So, there exists a countable dense subset Y α of (X α ) sa . For eachȳ = (y 1 , . . . , y n+1 ) ∈ Y n+1 α consider an index β(α,ȳ) ∈ A satisfying condition ( * ) (α,ȳ) . Since A is a ω-complete set and since |Y , . . . , y
This guarantees thatȳ ∈ X β(α) n+1 sa . It only remains to note that
Majorantness. Let (α, β) ∈ L and γ ≥ β. We need to show that (α, γ) ∈ L. Let ǫ > 0 and x = (x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ) ∈ (X α ) n+1 sa . Since (α, β) ∈ L, there exists a K-unessential (n + 1)-tuple y = (y 1 , . . . , y n+1 ) in X β such that x k − y k < ǫ for each k = 1, . . . , n + 1. Since γ ≥ β, it follows that (X β ) sa ⊆ (X γ ) sa which shows that y ∈ (X γ ) n+1 sa . Moreover, y is K-unessential in X γ , so (α, γ) ∈ L. ω-closeness. Suppose that {α i : i ∈ ω} is a countable chain of indeces in A. Assume also that (α i , β) ∈ L for each i ∈ ω and some β ∈ A. Our goal is to show that (α, β) ∈ L, where α = sup{α i : i ∈ ω}. Let ǫ > 0 and (x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ) ∈ (X α ) n+1 sa . Since S X is a direct C * ω -system it follows (Definition 2.1(c)) that X α is the direct limit of the direct system generated by C * -subalgebras X α i , i ∈ ω, and corresponding inclusion homomorphisms. Consequently, there exist an index j ∈ ω and an (n + 1)-tuple (x
We are now in a position to apply [4, Proposition 1.1.29] which guarantees that the set A ′ = {α ∈ A : (α, α) ∈ L} is cofinal and ω-closed in A. Note that (α, α) ∈ L precisely when for each ǫ > 0 and for each (n+1)-tuple (x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ) ∈ (X α ) 
Next, for any K > 0, we construct a universal separable unital C * -algebra Z K n of bounded rank n. Universal in the sense that any other separable unital C * -algebra with bounded rank ≤ n is its quotient. 
Proof. Let A = {f t : C * (F ∞ ) → X t , t ∈ T } denote the set of all unital * -homomorphisms, defined on C * (F ∞ ), such that br K (X t ) ≤ n. Next, consider the product {X t : t ∈ T }. Since br K (X t ) ≤ n for each t ∈ T , it follows from Proposition 3.16 that br K ( {X t : t ∈ T }) ≤ n. The * -homomorphisms f t , t ∈ T , define the unital * -homomorphism f : C * (F ∞ ) → {X t : t ∈ T } such that π t •f = f t for each t ∈ T (here π t : {X t : t ∈ T } → X t denotes the corresponding canonical projection * -homomorphism). By Proposition 4.2, {X t : t ∈ T } can be represented as the limit of the C * ω -system S = {C α , i β α , A} such that C α is a separable unital C * -algebra with br K (C α ) ≤ n for each α ∈ A. Suppressing injective unital * -homomorphisms i β α : C α → C β , we can, for notational simplicity, assume that C α 's are unital C * -subalgebras of {X t : t ∈ T }. Let {a k : k ∈ ω} be a countable dense subset of C * (F ∞ ). By Lemma 2.3, for each k ∈ ω there exists an index α k ∈ A such that f (a k ) ∈ C α k . By [4, Corollary 1.1.28], there exists an index α 0 ∈ A such that α 0 ≥ α k for each k ∈ ω. Then f (a k ) ∈ C α k ⊆ C α 0 for each k ∈ ω (see also Corollary 4.3). This observation coupled with the continuity of f guarantees that f (C * (F ∞ )) = f (cl {a k : k ∈ ω}) ⊆ cl {f ({a k : k ∈ ω})} ⊆ cl C α 0 = C α 0 .
Let Z K n = C α 0 and p denote the unital * -homomorphism f considered as the homomorphism of C * (F ∞ ) into Z K n . Note that f = i • p, where i : Z K n = C α 0 ֒→ {X t : t ∈ T } stands for the inclusion. By construction, br K (Z K n ) ≤ n. Let us show that p : C * (F ∞ ) → Z K n is BR K ninvertible in the sense of Introduction. In our situation, for any unital * -homomorphism g : C * (F ∞ ) → X, where X is a separable unital C * -algebra with br K (X) ≤ n, we need to establish the existence of a unital * -homomorphism h : Z K n → X such that g = h • p. Indeed, by definition of the set A, we conclude that g = f t for some index t ∈ T (in particular, X = X t for the same index t ∈ T ). Next observe that g = f t = π t • f = π t • i • p. This allows us to define the required unital * -homomorphism h : Z K n → X as the composition h = π t • i. Hence, p is BR K n -invertible which yields (see Introduction) the universality of Z K n .
Concluding remarks
It would be interesting to find conditions under which bounded and real ranks coincide. Some of them, formulated in terms of joint spectra, have been discussed in n+1 is open, there exists δ > 0 (generally speaking δ depends on the (n+1)-tuple (x 1 , . . . , x n+1 )) such that for every y ∈ X + with x−y < δ there exists an (n+1)-tuple (y 1 , . . . , y n+1 ) of self-adjoint elements of X with α n+1 (y 1 , . . . , y n+1 ) = y and y k −x k < ǫ for each k = 1, . . . , n+1. Next, consider a function f : σ(x) → (0, ∞) such that f (t) − t < δ, t ∈ σ(x). Functional calculus supplies the element z ∈ C * (x) corresponding to f such that z − x < δ. Since f ∈ C(σ(x)) is positive (because f (σ(x)) ⊆ (0, ∞)), z is also positive. By the Spectral Mapping Theorem, σ(z) = f (σ(x)) ⊆ (0, ∞). Consequently, z is invertible. Choice of δ guarantees the existence of an (n + 1)-tuple (z 1 , . . . , z n+1 ) of self-adjoint elements such that α n+1 (z 1 , . . . z n+1 ) = z and z k − x k < ǫ for each k = 1, . . . , n + 1. By Lemma 2.4(ii), this means that rr(X) ≤ n.
It would be interesting to understand how stronger the requirement of openness of the (n + 1)-squaring map is compared to the condition rr(X) ≤ n and when do these two conditions coincide 3 . We are grateful to Vladimir Kisil for information regarding general theory of joint spectra for non-commuting tuples.
